The better way to
transfer patients.
EZGLIDE® is a latex-free transfer sheet
that is essential in reducing the risk of
hospital-acquired infection.

Moving patients
can be a pain.
Transferring patients from one bed to another is an essential daily task, but
that doesn’t mean it’s easy. Each time, you find yourself wondering if you’ll:
•
•
•
•

Have time to go find a slide board or hover mat
Be able to move the patient to a new bed without help
Injure yourself or the patient
Have time to properly clean and store the transfer board

Superior protection
for surgeons,
designed by surgeons.

You’re not alone. At Sloan Medical, we’ve seen these same issues arise
again and again for healthcare workers across the nation. Yet these
problems persist year after year with little progress made to alleviate them.

Injury avoidance
Easily and safely transfer patients.
Safely move patients with ease using
our sterile, disposable single-use
patient transfer sheets.

Reduced disease spread

Progress has been made.
Patient transfers will always be part of the job. Making them easier on
your team is our job. EZGLIDE® allows you to safely move patients with
ease using our sterile, disposable patient transfer sheets.

Stop the spread of disease. Minimize
disease spread among patients with
single-use disposable sheets over
multi-use transfer boards.

Additional storage space
Eliminate the need for extra cleaning
products that are mandatory for
keeping transfer boards in service.

Try EZGLIDE for free.
Request a free sample of EZGLIDE® today.
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WHY SLOAN MEDICAL

Protecting healthcare
professionals for over 30 years.

Guaranteed to
keep you safe

One-size-fits-all
reduces inventory

We’ve designed, tested, and
continually improved our products
to ensure that they do their job—so
you feel confident doing yours.

EZGLIDE® follows a patient throughout
their admission. This eliminates the
need to spend time and effort properly
cleaning transfer boards.

Personalized service

Handcrafted in North America

No need to demand “representative.”
Our Midwest based, family-owned
company was founded by a
urologist who treasures values and
personalized service.

Eliminate overseas delays and keep
transfer sheets readily available for
your team with products made in
North America. Most products ship
within 24 hours.

Try EZGLIDE for free.
Sloan really gets it. You
can tell they’ve personally
experienced what it’s like to
be in the OR. Their products
are a game-changer.”

Request a free sample of EZGLIDE® today.

HOW TO ORDER:
Phone

Fax

(800) 782-3742

(888) 323-8565

Email

For distributor list or EDI

info@sloanmedical.com
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